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AP English Literature 
Mrs. Armendariz, Mrs. Armstrong 

2021-2022 
Google Classroom Access Code: lkostqm 

2021 Summer Reading Assignments, DUE SEPTEMBER 16, 2021 

The purpose of summer reading assignment is complex: 
● To help build confidence and competence as readers of complex texts 
● To give you, when you enter the class in the fall, an immediate basis for discussion of literature- elements like 

theme, narrative, viewpoint, symbolism, plot structure, etc. 
● To set up a basis for comparison with other works we will read during the year 
● To provide you with the beginnings of a repertoire of works you can write about on the AP Lit exam next spring 
● Last but not least to enrich your mind and stimulate your imagination 

During the second week of the semester, you will be expected to present your summer assignment to the class via 
Flipgrid. The assignment below is due the the fourth week of school (Wednesday September 16, 2019). Any plagiarism 
of any sort will result in a zero. 

Option 1: You are to find a monologue from a play (it may be one you have already read in a previous class) and 
memorize it. You will have to create a video (Flipgrid) of you presenting it. You also need to write a short essay 
explaining the monologue. You need to introduce it first: explain the play it comes from, who the character is, and any 
important context behind it. Your body paragraph(s) should explain the theme and any significant symbolism or 
figurative language and the importance of those. And of course you need to include the conclusion. 

The purpose of this assignment is to add to your reading experiences and to develop your critical thinking skills. In 
preparation for the AP Literature exam, you will need to be familiar with a wide range of literature, thus monologues! 

Option 2: 
Read 4 books of at least 150+ pages or more (of YOUR CHOICE) and be prepared to come to class when 
school starts and give a book commercial about one of them on Flipgrid (I will give directions on this when we 
come into the class, but it is a short blurb that will take just a few minutes). The purpose behind this 
assignment is to allow those of you who love to read and read anyway continue to practice reading. You must 
also create a work cited for each of the four books you read. You may use a citation builder, like easybib.com, 
for this. Please make sure your citations are correct. 

Good Reads and Google Classroom 
I will create a Good Reads account that will be on Google Classroom for extra help on finding books to read if 
you need it. You will be able to find the link on classrooms. Please be sure to join the AP Lit Summer Google 
Classroom. I will also include a discussion thread for anyone to put suggestions for books to read. There will 
also be PDFs, links and this assignment provided. The code to login is lkostqm 

We look forward to seeing you next year! 

Mrs. Armendariz and Mrs. Armstrong 
tara.armendariz@pueblocityschools.us 
julia.armstrong@pueblocityschools.us 
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https://easybib.com
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